
The TE-MS 2112 L crosscut and miter saw is a versatile and powerful device that delivers excellent performance in the sawing of workpieces made

from wood, coated panels and plastics. The high-quality turntable comes with an exact angle adjustment facility for angular cuts that can be latched

single handedly in various positions. The saw head can be tilted to the left to enable miter cutting without any problems.

TE-MS 2112 L

Mitre Saw
Item No.: 4300840

Ident No.: 11025

Bar Code: 4006825582420

Features
Turntable with precise angle setting for angular cuts-

Saw head tilts to the left for miter cutting-

X-Tend workpiece supports with one-hand adjustment-

Integrated limit stop for multiple cuts-

High-grade carbide-tipped precision saw blade-

Includes laser (mains-powered) for precise guidance while cutting-

Includes LED lighting (mains-operated) of the cutting area-

Clamping device for holding the workpiece securely in position-

Includes sawdust bag to keep the workplace clean-

The transport brace ensures safe mobility-

Technical Data
- Idle speed 5000 min^-1

- Number of saw teeth 48 Pieces

- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Max. power (S6 | S6%) 1400 W  |  20 %

- Saw blade Ø210  x  ø30 mm

- Swiveling range -47 °  -  +47 °

- Mitre cut -45 °  -  +0 °

- Cutting width 90° x 90° 120  x  60 mm

- Cutting width 90° x 45° 83  x  60 mm

- Cutting width 45° x 90° 120  x  34 mm

- Cutting width 45° x 45° 80  x  34 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 8.2 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 10.3 kg

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 10.5 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 384 x 335 x 540 mm

- Dimensions export carton 540 x 380 x 340 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 384 | 780 | 909
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Available as special accessories

E-Stand
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4310620
Bar Code: 4006825584974
Einhell Grey

HM-Sägeblatt 210x30x2,8mm 48Z
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502034
Bar Code: 4006825456110
Einhell Grey

HM-Sägeblatt 210x30x2,8mm 24Z
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502048
Bar Code: 4006825456004
Einhell Grey
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